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Going crazy about Kadarka and Kékfrankos in southern Hungary …
Szekszárd, pronounced, rather memorably, ‘sex-sard’, is one of Hungary’s red-wine
regions. This small county, with its 2,153 ha (5,320 acres) of vineyard, lies almost directly
south of Budapest on the Transdanubian Hills, around 70 km (43 miles) from both the
Serbian and Croatian borders.

A panoramic view of the wine valleys of Szekszárd (photo by Hirling Bálint)

Here, on loess and clay and in the right hands, Kékfrankos (aka Blaufränkisch) and
Kadarka make increasingly elegant wines as the local producers rediscover their indigenous
grape varieties. In this terroir, the acidity and more pronounced fruit of Kadarka gives a
very different expression from Kadarka in Eger, up north, where it is also a key variety.
There is great potential to make fine, ageworthy Kadarka wines in this region, provided its
productive tendencies are reined in and it’s grown on the right sites.
The Heimann family, who featured in my wine of the week last June, originated from
Germany and were part of the Swabian colonisation of Eastern Europe by the Austrian
Empire in the 18th century. They were one of the first families to start buying vineyard
land back after the fall of the communist government in 1989. In 1990, Zoltán Heimann
(who looks like Santa Claus with his white beard, twinkly eyes, ruddy cheeks and a bear
hug to match) and his wife Ágnes, both economists working in Budapest, financed
Zoltán's father to run a little 0.8-ha (2-acre) wine estate.
As Zoltán moved up the corporate ladder, eventually becoming regional director of a
bank, he became more and more involved with the estate, expanding it to 20 ha (50 acres).
Eventually, Ágnes left her job, went to wine school and took over as winemaker. By 2004
Zoltán was running the family business full-time. Zoltán junior (Zoli) took over the estate
in 2016, while his father and mother stepped back to focus on wine tourism. Their
younger son is a neurologist in Munich.
It would be easy to underestimate the energy, drive, intelligence and vision of this warm,
close-knit family, because of their humble, unassuming manner. Easy, but a big mistake.
Not only were they the first to start building up a wine estate at a time when vineyards and
winemaking had deteriorated so drastically under communism that few believed that there
was a future in wine, but right from the start they realised that good-quality bottled wine
was the only direction to go. Moreover, to have a female winemaker in charge of the entire
cellar was, at that time, groundbreaking.

The Heimann family at grape selection (photo by Pályi Zsófia)

It took a while for them to create their estate. The communist government allowed no
more than 0.5 ha (1.2 acres) per family, which wasn’t enough to make wine. They most
certainly didn’t encourage people to make good-quality wine. So vineyards were hobbies
in the 1970s and 1980s, but by the time capitalism arrived in the 1990s, people wanted to
do other things on their weekends. Slowly, there was an economic boom in the area, more
houses were being built, and it opened up opportunities for the family to buy small parcels
and patch them together. The family bought one of their vineyards in 18 small lots which
came with five cottages! That patched-together vineyard is now nearly 2 ha (5 acres).
Today the whole estate is 25 ha (62 acres).
Zoli spent six years studying at Geisenheim, Montpellier, Bordeaux and Udine, getting a
breadth of international experience that would bring a whole new outlook to the winery.
They have become increasingly aware of their environmental impact. They cultivate
habitat in and around the vineyards to protect and improve biodiversity, they produce
grapeseed oil from waste seeds, and the green-harvested grapes are used to make verjus.
Ágnes grows an organic garden, organic waste is fed to their chickens, and waste from vine
pruning is used for biofuel. (She is not only a superb winemaker and an economist, she's a
fantastic cook too!) In 2014 they began to convert their vineyards to organic methods.

Lecsó – Ági's delicious Hungarian red-pepper and tomato stew (photo by Szabó Balázs)

Interestingly, Zoltán senior told me that it’s no problem to be organic for the old varieties,
but Cabernet and Merlot are much more susceptible to disease. Not for the first time does
it strike me that, in the future, one of the most sustainable decisions wine producers are
going to make is to replant with different, climate-adapted varieties.
As well as being heavily involved in the community (as founding members of various
winemaker and local wine organisations), they are running a fascinating experiment on
Kadarka. Zoltán senior collected 30 subclones from 100-year-old vineyards and propagated
them. Over several years he selected them for how they thrived and the quality of the wine
they made. He’s whittled it down to seven that he believes have the most potential and has
planted a quarter of a hectare (0.6 acre) of each. He’s now starting on a similar experiment
with Kékfrankos, having collected 30 subclones* from Hungary, Austria and Germany.

Kadarka clones in the Heimann's experimental vineyard

‘The last 30–50 years have all been about international varieties, but I’ve realised that now
we must move to indigenous varieties’, says Zoltán senior. He turns thoughtful as we stand
among his experimental Kadarka vines. ‘I trained as an economist, worked as one’, he grins
and rubs his fingers together in a mock Scrooge gesture. ‘My job was quantitative: to take
the vineyard from 0.5 ha to 25 ha; the cellar from 10 square metres to 100, from using
chemicals to being organic. But things have changed. Now you have to learn everything
from scratch again and re-learn. Zoli will bring finesse. His job is qualitative. He is now
introducing green cover crops and learning what works best for their vineyards.’
Just then Péter, their vineyard manager, drives past on the tractor. Zoltán rolls his eyes. ‘We
call him The Silent Type. I make a suggestion to him and he says nothing. The next day he
still says nothing. A few days later he still hasn’t said anything. So I ask him what he thinks.
Péter replies, “It’s done”.’
Zoli is introducing a lot of changes, both in the winery and in the vineyards: they're in the
process of getting organic certification, moving away from international varieties, aiming
for a more pared-down style – no new oak, less oak ageing, less alcohol, less winemaking,
more terroir. He doesn’t believe in fining, only a coarse filtration.
This has led them to decide on two ‘lines’. Their traditional wines under the Heimann
Family Estate name will be in bordeaux bottles, will continue using international varieties
and blends, will always be matured in barriques (although they’re using less new oak now)
and are primarily for the Hungarian market where they have many loyal customers who
have a ‘traditional’ palate.

The traditional range of wines produced by Heimann

Their new line, Heimann & Fiai (!ai means sons), has a totally different label, is in
burgundy bottles, and is made in big old oak, concrete and amphorae. The focus is purely
on Kékfrankos and Kadarka varietal wines. This way they keep the traditions and the old
values but also have something more edgy, more modern, adapted to the future. More on
that later.
In addition to diversifying the clonal pool, they talked about four separate experiments
they’ve done with canopy management and leaf removal around the fruiting zone of their
Kadarka vines. This allows the grapes to develop tougher skins and become more diseaseresistant, but they’re worried they may lose aromatics and get too much sugar.
From 2018 they’ve started doing some whole-bunch fermentation, up to 30%. Right now,
the dilemma is how to do whole bunch in 5-ton lots – more complicated logistically.
‘Deciding about whole bunch at this point’, Zoli said, ‘is not a plan, it is with gut feel.
Also, we’ve begun a new project not to pump skins, instead to shovel twice in plastic
boxes. Working with Niepoort and Mac Forbes, I learnt that you don’t separate the press
juice but it’s all very gentle handling, especially if you have stalks. No harshness and
astringency. We put 1,000-litre vats under the destemmer to get whole berries,
undamaged.’
‘It would be so nice to sit here like professors’, he added, ‘and tell you what the best
viticultural and vinification methods are, but we are not sure. We are searching for the
optimal solution, we are in constant change, evolving our methods. It is not a very good
marketing story! But we don’t know the answers yet. We have a very big challenge: we try
to make the best Kadarka in the world. It is not a question of one or two years; we have to
do it in 10 years or 20 years.’
His father adds, ‘We’re the 11th generation and we are not in a hurry and we have a certain
responsibility. You must not spoil the future for the next generations. It must be evolution
not revolution. I don’t like revolution. It is always blood. Revolution is changing values
and I don’t want to change values. In this part of the world we are sick of revolution.’
We stand in vineyards surrounded by elderflower and acacia, overlooked by orchards of
plum, peach and cherry trees. It is green and lush, a myriad of wild flowers – white, pink,
yellow, blue – at our feet. Low hills billow up around us, a lumpy duvet patched with
vineyards and forests and farms. Unseasonal May rain falls as lightly as a mist. It seems
impossible that this gentle countryside has been through so much upheaval and change in
the last 50 years. I wonder about the changes ahead.

Wild flowers in the Heimann vineyards

All 14 of the wines below are in the order they were tasted.

Heimann
Heimann Viognier 2018 Szekszárd

16.5

They have just 1 ha (2.5 acres) of Viognier. ‘This is not a great place for white
grapes’, says Zolly Heimann. 40% is fermented in !rst-, second- and third-!ll
tonneaux and the rest in stainless steel. They pick some grapes one week earlier and
create a fermentation starter in the vineyard, which they then use to kick off the
main fermentation. This particular bottle we were tasting from had been open for
nine days!
Creamy spicy nose. Fabulous acidity. Apricot with a tinge of lavender. Great
finish. Really draws in tight and structured. Left in the glass and tasted half an
hour later, it smelt so lifted! Jasmine and powdered violets and a touch of smoke.
This is a very unusual Viognier. Green apricots and I wonder if it’s the tonneaux
giving it the cardamom and toasted pumpkin seeds on the end. Pretty damn
good for a place that isn’t great white-wine terroir. (TC) 12.5%
Drink 2019 – 2021

Heimann Viognier 2017 Szekszárd

15

Made using commercial yeast.
Somehow much flatter than their 2018. Ripe clementine fruit but not nearly as
interesting and without the depth of the 2018. (TC) 12.5%
Drink 2018 – 2018

Heimann, Mammaróza 2018 Szekszárd

16

Kekfrankos, with some Pinot Noir, Kadarka, Merlot, Syrah.
Mid rose with a touch of gold. Strawberry yogurt on the nose. Slight mushroom
earthiness under crisp redcurrant fruit. Bone dry, a lovely flat blade of acidity
which really pulls the finish long. Mouth-watering if not complex, but I love the
way it seems to buzz the tongue – even though, I am told, there is no CO2 in the
wine. (TC) 12.5%
Drink 2019 – 2021

Heimann, Rosé 2018 Szekszárd

16

Kékfrankos rosé aged on Viognier lees.
Rhubarb candy and raspberry clotted cream. Quite spicy, with a pastis/Aperol
edge. Bitter orange, dried mango, savoury and interesting. (TC)
Drink 2019 – 2020

Heimann Kadarka 2017 Szekszárd

16.5

Entry level – a precursor to the Heimann & Fiai range. Fermentation kicked off
from a vineyard-yeast starter. Fermented in stainless steel, aged !ve months in big
wooden casks, 50 and 10 hl. They used whole bunch in 2018. 2017 was a very ripe
year, so they picked early to get some freshness. They don’t aim for complete ripeness.
Pinot-like clarity. Gentle tannins, firm, like a child’s hand pressed against yours.
Bit of a rub. Something Gamay-like. Cherry menthol, bright fruit, bit of Victoria
plum and ripe summer strawberries. So appetising! Delicious. (TC) 12.5%
Drink 2019 – 2023

Heimann, Céh Kereszt Kadarka 2016 Szekszárd

17

2016 was a rough vintage. They had rain at the end of August and beginning of
September and had to pick everything at the beginning of September due to more
rain. But in bottle, it ended up being one of the most balanced vintages. 2–3,000
bottles made.
Smells of cherry with a touch of leather, and then a delicate veil of warm spice
over velvety red fruit on the palate. Amazing with the salty, peppery cured meats
and salamis and smoked cheese that Ágnes Heimann had put on the table.
Cherries and a tiny smoky touch of cigar – a little caraway. So gastronomic!
Tannins are beautiful, cashmere with muscle. (TC) 12%
Drink 2018 – 2022
€20 RRP

Heimann, Barbár 2016 Szekszárd

16.5

Cabernet Franc and Merlot, with some Tannat and some Kékfrankos. 16 months
in barrel.
Deep blackberry perfume and cigar box. Chewy sandalwood-scented tannins.
Ripe and dark with lovely coal-dusted sweetness. Tasted with young wild boar
(shot locally by a hunter) and sweet-potato fritters, blackcurrant, red wine and
cognac sauce, and homemade rose-hip marmalade from wild rose hips. When
you taste a wine like this with food like this, the whole world makes sense. (TC)
Drink 2019 – 2023

Heimann, Barbár 2009 Szekszárd

17

Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Tannat and 'always a touch of Kékfrankos to be out of the
mainstream'. Partly fermented in stainless steel, partly in wood. 20 months in
barrel.
Damson liqueur and soy sauce on nose. So umami! And intense, like Chinese
plum sauce. Absolutely stunning with the blackcurrant sauce and young wild
boar brought by a local hunter. This is beautiful. Rich. (TC)
Drink 2012 – 2021

Heimann & Fiai
In May of this year, Zoli linked up with me via Zoom and we tasted through his justlaunched range of six wines: a Szekszárd Kadarka and a single-vineyard Kadarka, and a
Szekszárd Kékfrankos and three single-vineyard Kékfrankos.

The new Heimann & Fiai range of wines

Kadarka, he tells me, is a ‘hectic variety, it’s hard to grow. It has very thin skins and
compact clusters, so is vulnerable to wasps, botrytis and volatile acidity. Our strength here
is that we have a lot of it.’ I ask him how much – just 3 ha (7.4 acres) of mature vineyards
and 1 ha (2.5 acres) of newly planted vines. It’s relative. Kadarka makes up less than 1% of
Hungary’s vineyards, with 400 ha (990 acres) in total. In Szekszárd there are just 18 ha (44
acres).
The first two weeks of harvest are totally focused on Kadarka, normally at the beginning of
September. If you pick late, you lose a lot of grapes, so instead they do two extremely
selective harvests, leaving unripe clusters on the vine and coming back for them later. ‘We
have found a style that is related to picking just off total ripeness. With international
varieties, you aim for total ripeness but that is not important for Kadarka. It profits from
high acidity and a green touch, a bit more freshness and lower alcohol.’
This is not just based on instinct. Zoli wrote his Masters thesis on Kékfrankos and
Kadarka. These two grapes don't just interest him, they are his life's quest.

Kadarka King, Zoli Heimann (photo by Hirling Bálint)

Part of the problem he faces is the Hungarian perception of these varieties. He tells me that
there is an ongoing debate between the regional growers about whether Kadarka is ‘a
proper red wine, because it is too pale’. And they see Kékfrankos very differently to how
the rest of the world sees Blaufränkisch. ‘To Hungarians, Kékfrankos is a workhorse grape
for industrially produced, bulk wine. But I’m not interested at all in the high-yielding
fruity wines that are appealing but not complex. I want to step out of the typical
Hungarian category and make a complex, gastro wine that is interesting for sommeliers. So
we’ve stopped buying in grapes – our own vineyards, our clones, are so much better
quality. The average regional yields are around 70–80 hl/ha, whereas our yields are down
to 30–50. And we aim for small clusters and loose structure, which is where the
concentration of flavour should come from, not from overripeness.’

Zoli Heimann at his basket press (photo by Kis Albert)

On vinification, he adds: ‘The "layeredness" should not come from new barrels, you lose a
lot of character. It comes from terroir, picking at the right times, spontaneous
fermentation. We ferment some parcels in stainless steel, some in amphora, some in big,
old wooden tanks and some in plastic fermenters. This is a terroir variety – it shows
regional and microclimate and vineyard differences very easily. You need to do minimalistic
vinification to allow that to show.’

Grape crushers at the Heimann winery (photo by Pályi Zsófia)

The wines are imported into the US by Danch & Granger Selections (California) and you
can find them in Borstore in Berlin. Someone in the UK needs to snap them up.
* On subclones, Dr José Vouillamoz writes, 'This term is rarely used, and it describes a
clone obtained by mutation (induced or spontaneous) or epigenetic changes of an existing
clone. If we want to be strict, Pinot Blanc was initially a clone (colour mutant) of Pinot
Noir, and all Pinot Blanc clones that are registered today (for example those five in France:
54, 55,1294,1295, 1296) are technically subclones. But as you know many people
erroneously consider Pinot Blanc as a variety...'

Heimann & Fiai Kadarka 2018 Szekszárd

17

Their regional/estate ('birtok' in Hungarian) Kadarka. A classical style to show off
both the variety and the region. Clone P9 from Iván-völgy P123, P111, and P147
from Porkoláb-völgy. Harvested end of August and into early September. They pick
all clones separately and vinify separately in small lots. Some whole bunch. Natural
fermentation and it goes through spontaneous malo: ‘Kadarka just seems to go
naturally through malo very fast’. Made in concrete amphora. 100% carbonic
maceration. They do a skin-contact fermentation but only for 7–10 days because if
it goes on for too long, the very thin, tender skins of Kadarka fall apart and the
wine becomes very turgid and then they have to work with a lot of gross lees. Aged
for six to eight months in 1,000- and 5,000-litre old barrels. RS 1.3 g/l, TA 5.5 g/l.
Clear ruby-turning-garnet colour. Smells of fresh mushrooms and cranberries
and pepper. Delicate, sweet, translucent fruit, gossamer-fine tannins and yet
there is an intensity on this wine – like finding the imprint of a fiercely scribbled
poem on the under-page of a notepad. It seems to be made of dragonfly wings,
with that shimmering, iridescent quality of beauty. You could drink this every
single day! A wine that seems to embody kindness, gentleness but also soul fire.
VGV (TC) 12%
Drink 2020 – 2023
€11.50 cellar door

Heimann & Fiai, Porkoláb-völgy Kadarka 2018 Szekszárd
This is his single-vineyard Kadarka: ‘I wanted to show Kadarka even more as
itself and back to its roots’. It’s a blend of three clones (P123, P115, P131) from two
distinctly different parcels in the 2-ha vineyard. Loess with iron-rich red clay. The
vineyard is one of the historic valleys of Szekszárd, which is made up of a series of
compacted valleys (völgy) with lots of small parcels of diverse microclimates. On
west-facing slopes that always produce riper fruit (‘Kadarka does need a warmer
climate’, Zoli Heimann adds). These particular clones in this particular vineyard
are always riper, more concentrated, have more #avour and richer tannins. 30%
whole bunch, fermented in open plastic vats in small lots. Twice daily light
punchdowns, 13 days' maceration. Pressed by hand in a small basket press and
then aged for eight months in amphorae, untouched. RS 1.2 g/l, TA 4.9 g/l.
Cherry skins and goji berries (earthy, sweet, red, piquant, dry). Tannins so silky
and slippery they almost undress the wine as you taste. Cranberry is too tart,
raspberry is too sweet, redcurrant is too tart. It balances, on point, somewhere on
a tightrope between them all, teasing the tongue to find what it is. It scuffs sweet

17.5

woodland earth into the air. It throws red petals in the air. It’s heady with white
pepper. It’s gentle (as with all these wines), but not effete. It curves like a long,
soft feather, and then finishes with a red-ink flourish on old parchment. (TC)
12%
Drink 2020 – 2025
€19.50 cellar door

Heimann & Fiai Kékfrankos 2018 Szekszárd

16.5

This is their regional Kékfrankos, 10-year-old vines. Zoli Heimann describes it as
‘a wine that represents a very strong picture of our warmer climate, the loess soil, a
round, approachable style. I’ve always felt that this region was underrated because
it doesn’t have schist or volcanic soils, but I’ve come to appreciate loess because it
gives friendly aromatics. It is a vin de soif for interesting people – complex but very
drinkable.’ From young vines and a bit of the !rst crop from newly planted vines.
They do about 30% whole bunch. Natural fermentation. Half is made in big old
barrels and half in stainless steel. Foot-trodden twice a day and then eight months
in used oak. ‘We are not aiming to do a big red wine. I really think that
Kékfrankos shows everything it has at 12 to 13% alcohol and I don’t want ripeness
for the sake of ripeness. I want phenolic ripeness and #avour.’ RS 2.1 g/l, TA 5.4
g/l.
I don’t think there is a better description for this wine than vin de soif. A wine
that really does make you thirsty for the next sip! (The next glass!) It has the
quiet charcuterie-like meatiness of Cinsault on the nose along with woodsy
florals and tomato vine. It tastes of bramble berries picked from late-summer
hedgerows, warm from the sun but with the leafiness and fragrant earthiness of
footpaths and damp grassy banks and wild herbs. So mouth-watering and so
gentle. GV (TC) 12.5%
Drink 2020 – 2024
€11.50 cellar door

Heimann & Fiai, Bati Kereszt Kékfrankos 2018 Szekszárd

17.5

A single vineyard on the highest point of Szekszárd, at about 280 m above sea level.
15- to 17-year-old vines. It’s a north-facing slope almost entirely surrounded by
forest, so very protected and is always two to three weeks later to ripen than all the
other Kékfrankos vineyards. Zoli Heimann believes that the longer ripening period
gives it a very classical pro!le. Picked 25 September. No whole bunch: it was the end
of harvest, they’d run out of space, equipment, manpower and energy (particularly
as this was the !rst time they were making wine in this new way, which is very
manual-labour intensive, so everything took a little longer). They decided they
could do without the shovelling and forklift work. Extraction is quite delicate:
pumpover once or twice a day, but for a longer period of 25 days. Something he
learned in Australia: wait for a bit more grip in the tannins which will then
integrate in the ageing. Could press earlier and get more fruit but he likes the
seriousness of the tannins. Natural fermentation. Aged in big old barrels, 1,000–
5,000 litres. ‘The grape tannins come through more with bigger barrels and older
barrels.’ Un!ned, un!ltered.
A spicy nose that reminds me of Zanzibar curry spice, violets and dark chocolate.
Cool, black fruit and then it tastes as if someone emptied a great basket of petals
on mossy, leafy forest floor. Violets and dappled shadows moving softly in and
out of a black-rock core. Silk and iron tannins dipped in slate dust. This wine
hums with a deep inner energy, and it reminds me of the haunting vibration of a
didgeridoo. Fine, fine tannins, polished to a glow. (TC) 12.5%
Drink 2020 – 2024
€19.50 cellar door

Heimann & Fiai, Baranya-völgy Kékfrankos 2018 Szekszárd

17.5

Another single-vineyard wine, just 800 m away from Bati Kereszt. This time on a
south-east-facing slope on a hill overlooking the big plain so it gets direct climatic
in#uence from the plain: more heat, especially in spring and autumn. This means
it’s an early ripening vineyard and it gets lots of ripeness, but they pick early. 10- to
15-year-old vines. 30% whole bunch. Natural fermentation. Aged in big old
barrels, 1,000–5,000 litres. They rack once into barrel and then it ages for six
months in barrel and then they blend. Blended around May/June 2019, bottled
August. Un!ned, un!ltered.
More directly floral than the Bati Kereszt, more open and ready to charm.
Violets and Victoria plums hasped into tannins with the grip of a child’s hand,
the lightness of gauze and the texture of velvet. It doesn’t have the stone spine of
the Bati but it has a suppleness and acidity that is finely etched into the body of
the wine, making it precise but without any sharp edges. Long and fragrant with
a dryad-like connection to the earth. (TC) 12.5%
Drink 2020 – 2025
€19.50 cellar door

Heimann & Fiai, Szívem Kékfrankos 2018 Szekszárd

17 ++

The name means 'from my heart'. Zoli Heimann tells me that it is a rare thing to
have older vines in Szekszárd (most of the old vines were grubbed up during the
communist regime). This comes from vines planted in 1969. His parents bought
the vineyard in 2008. It had quite high canopies and viticulture was aimed at bulk
production. They renovated the vineyard, changed the training and pruning of the
vines to lower yields and around one-third was replanted. They pick the younger
vines separately, so this wine is a simple selection from the older vines. They don’t
need to do bunch selection or green harvest because yields are naturally low. But
they do two harvests, one at the end of August, the second on 15 September. ‘This is
my favourite parcel’, says Zoli, and he smiles and his whole face lights up. ‘I’ve
always done experiments with this vineyard. In mid August the grapes taste
marvellous and silky. They give this very bright aromatic thing and great acidity.
We always notice that these older vines give a bit sturdier tannins and
concentration. I love the tight-knittedness of this wine. It really gains aromatically
from time.’ No fancy winemaking – same as all their other wines with some whole
bunch, natural fermentation and ageing in big old barrels.
Not terribly expressive on the nose, showing quiet restraint, but if you coax it, its
palms open a little to give you jasmine tea leaf and cacao shells and caraway seed.
There is intensity on the palate: mulberries and mica, black pepper and ink,
although it’s tightly ruched and you won’t really see the full glory of this wine
for a couple of years. The tannins are more pronounced than in his other two
single-vineyard wines, which is not to say it’s tannic. These are tannins as fine
and fitting as an alpaca-wool suit. With time, the mulberry sweetness starts to
shyly come towards the taster, like a deer. Spine-tingling purity and focus and
drive. Ink dust and a glowing black-pearl luminosity. Needs to be cellared for a
couple of years. (TC) 12.5%
Drink 2022 – 2028
€35 cellar door

View next article

Carmen Stevens challenges the status quo
Carmen Stevens, winemaker and owner of the first 100% Black-owned winery, chose to answer
questions rather than write an account...
Or, view previous article: Szekszárd's champions of local grapes
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